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Current Activities

- Continue fireproofing on Level 02 in Areas A and B
- Continue installing exterior metal framing in Area A
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- Prep Level 01 in Area C for pour
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- Prep Level 01 in Area C for pour
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- Overhead Door support steel installed on Level 01 between Areas B and C
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- Grade to Quad (Level 01) complete
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- Mud mats poured along shoring wall in preparation for retaining wall footings
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- Continue installing fireproofing on Level 02 in Area B around Stair 7 opening
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- Continue installing fireproofing on Level 02 in Areas A and B
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- Continue installing shear walls in Auditorium
Current Activities

- Start backfill of auditorium to setup scaffolding
- Start laying stone for floor boxes
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- Roof drains and curbs installed on Back Stage low roof
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- Mechanical equipment rails installed on high roof in Areas A and B
- Knee wall installed on high roof RA-line
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- Roof drains installed on high roof in Areas A and B
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- Start installing LWIC for high roofing system in Area B
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- Continue installing exterior framing in Area A
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- Start installing exterior metal framing in Area B
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- Start installing exterior metal framing in Area B
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Coming Soon!
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New L+SSC, NCEP Expansion, and Central High Renovation

Project Milestones / Upcoming Activities

- Grade to quad level complete
- Continue BIM coordination for overhead utilities
- Continue UG Electrical (A/V) in Auditorium
- Continue construction of LSSC mock-up panel
- Continue erecting Steel (Seq. 21-27)
- Continue work for Central High Renovation
- Elevated slab on level 03 poured in Areas A and B
- Continue masonry shear walls in auditorium
- Continue exterior metal framing in Areas A and B
- Continue CMU partitions in Area B
- Prep level 01 in Area C for pour
- Continue installing decking on level 02 in Area C
- Start installing high roofing system in Area B
- Continue erecting Steel (Seq. 28-31)